Dear Editor,

We enthusiastically read the analysis conducted in the study Adequacy of Prenatal Care During The COVID-19 Pandemic: An Observational Study with Postpartum Women, published in volume 44 issue #4 of the Brazilian Journal of Gynecology and Obstetrics in 2022, and would like to bring some considerations about the topic.

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), investing in prenatal care is essential to improve one of the most important indicators of quality of life for the world population, which is maternal mortality, in which Brazil is below the rate stipulated as ideal. The state of Santa Catarina and the South region, according to national data, stand out for the lowest rates of maternal mortality, better prenatal care coverage, and quality of prenatal care. However, the few current studies analyzing the quality of prenatal care in this region differ from the data made available by the Ministry of Health (MH). Thus, it is pertinent to emphasize that this study has great value by making a careful analysis of this assistance.

As the authors point out in the limitations of the study, the diversity of criteria used to evaluate the quality of prenatal care makes a more complete and comparative analysis of the data difficult. The Brazilian government uses criteria with few variables for prenatal care adequacy, using the Kotelchuck index, which takes into account only the date of prenatal care initiation and the number of appointments. Thus, the data found in national studies differ from the MH database. Between the years 2012 and 2013, Tomasi et al. found in a national survey with 50,791 participants only 21% adequacy to prenatal care, while for the MH, in the year 2014, the national adequacy was 63%. Therefore, the development of robust studies that confront the findings and justify such divergence becomes pertinent.

Most studies analyze how well the current MH guidelines are being met, while others analyze national and even international indexes. However, there are no uniform and well-accepted criteria for the classification of the adequacy of prenatal care; besides, there is no uniformity in the way data is collected, resulting in values with large variations and making it difficult to compare the populations studied. As an example, we can cite the Northeast region of Brazil, which, according to the WHO, has a prenatal care quality index lower than the national average; however, in a study conducted in Paraiba in 2018, a good quality was verified with >80% of prenatal visits starting at the ideal time and with an adequate number of appointments, and having >90% of the necessary exams performed.

According to the study by Martin et al., in the year 2020, amid the COVID-19 pandemic, 35.8% of prenatal care were considered adequate, 46.8% intermediate, and 17.4% inadequate. In the previous year, according to the MH, 79.3% of prenatal care for Southern Brazil were considered adequate. This important difference is probably not only related to the pandemic, since other studies out of the pandemic period have even lower values of adequacy. Weaknesses in assistance were found in a study from the most populous city of Santa Catarina: only 17% of the patients received...
proper guidance during pregnancy and less than half of the patients underwent 3rd trimester exams (42.5%).

Regarding the study in question, the authors claim to use not very strict parameters to assess the quality of prenatal care, such as the week of the beginning of prenatal care being appropriate under 16 weeks; however, since 2012, the MH recommends starting before 12 weeks. The procedures recommended as adequate were the performance of three tests: syphilis, HIV, and urinary tract infection in the 3rd trimester. Additionally, since 2012, the following are recommended as essential for a quality prenatal care: immunization for hepatitis B and Diphtheria and tetanus vaccine (DT), and performance of obstetric clinical procedures such as weight, blood pressure, edema, body mass index, uterine height, fetal heartbeat, fetal movements, fetal presentation in the appointments conducted, and laboratory tests for each trimester. In addition to the prescription of ferrous sulfate and folic acid supplements and guidance related to the prenatal period, delivery, puerperium, breastfeeding, newborn care, healthy habits, and emotional and body modifications. It is assumed, therefore, that the percentage of adequacy in this study was overestimated by considering only the minimum necessary, and the impact of the pandemic on prenatal care must have been even greater than estimated.

As long as studies are conducted in a nonuniform manner, using different assessment approaches and not meeting the recommendations of the MH, we will not know exactly how the healthcare of pregnant women is at the regional and national levels. Thus, a complete analysis would require the use of the different criteria available in order to allow the applicability of the results in the development of assertive improvement policies.
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Dear Authors,

We appreciate the feedback on our article “Adequacy of Antenatal Care during the COVID-19 Pandemic: Observational Study with Postpartum Women”.

As you pointed out, the method applied may underestimate the percentage of people with access to adequate antenatal care, mainly because quantitative criteria were applied, and as mentioned, in a quite permissive way. However, the adopted index has a high positive predictive value on adequate antenatal care access and good levels of adjusted agreement with other antenatal assessment indices. The same method was also used in previous publications, allowing comparisons. We agree that qualitative and more in-depth assessments are needed, but quantitative assessment may also reveal inequities and differences in outcomes. In our study, for example, we found barriers to black or brown skin color women in receiving adequate antenatal care, as already described in the literature, a situation that was aggravated by the pandemic.

Modifying the beginning of antenatal care to ≤ 12 weeks (without modifying further criteria) in our sample, the number of postpartum people with adequate antenatal care drops from 91 to 67. Despite the highlighted limitations, our study demonstrates a decrease in access and quality of antenatal care in 2020. Instead of the decrease, an increase in number of postpartum people with adequate antenatal care would be expected using less rigid criteria in our sample, the adopted index has a high positive predictive value on adequate antenatal care access and good levels of adjusted agreement with other antenatal assessment indices.

Due to scheduling difficulties, many users stopped seeking medical care or going to routine appointments in 2020, as shown in our study. Virtual consultations were also a risk factor for inadequate antenatal care, probably because of their abrupt start during the pandemic, without former training or preparation. Additionally, our data showed how social isolation impacted pregnant women during the 1st year of the pandemic, when no vaccines were available, and how none of the investigated social isolation variables were related to inadequate antenatal care.

We agree with the need to standardize antenatal adequacy criteria or a series of criteria suitable for each research objective, allowing better comparisons among studies, different locations, and institutions. We also agree that qualitative approach studies are needed to assess antenatal care quality. However, we believe that this should not prevent researchers from carrying out quantitative studies. We consider that even the official public data available on the Information System on Live Births (SINASC, in the Portuguese acronym) of the Information Technology Department of the Brazilian Unified Public Healthcare System (DATASUS, in the Portuguese acronym) may help to identify barriers to quality antenatal care access in the Brazilian population, leading to public policies to optimize obstetric care.
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